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Dennis Haugh grew up on a dairy farm in Ohio where he learned a lot
about how to make things work. He is a jack-of-all-trades:
mathematician, computer scientist, heavy-metal guitarist, motorhead,
and, according to STARRS co-founder Ron Scott, a !constitutional
anthropologist.”
He graduated from the US Air Force Academy in 1973 with a B.S. in
Mathematics and holds an M.S. in Computer Science from the
University of Colorado at Boulder. As a Cold War warrior, Dennis takes
his oath to defend the Constitution seriously. When he became alarmed
by the lack of education about our American constitutional heritage, he
dedicated himself to bridging that gap.
Dennis holds multiple US and international patents and has been
instrumental in developing prominent projects for Lockheed Martin,
such as the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), the Juno satellite
orbiting Jupiter, and Gravity Recovery and Interior Laboratory
(GRAIL), which maps the moon’s gravitational field. He was also the
flight software lead on the Orion spacecraft . He now uses these skills to
analyze the US system of government.
He believes any system can only be understood by starting at the
beginning. Therefore, he launched his study of government and
constitutions with the works of the ancient Greek philosophers, focusing
on Aristotle’s influence on the foundation of western society and
government. He then delved into the original source material from the
Founding. Dennis brings a fresh perspective and unique analysis to the
study of government and the advantages of a republic.
Nothing is more important to a republic than honest elections. Dennis
has been called upon to testify about the engineering behind electronic

voting systems as a computer expert. As both a mathematician and
computer scientist, he has been asked to review the work of other
experts on election integrity.
Dennis has published three books: Pocket Guide to Communism and
The Foundations of Critical Race Theory; Stability, Justice and Clarity,
How to Restore Social Sanity; and The Road to Americanism: The
Constitutional History of the United States. His shorter works have been
featured on RobManess.com; HuntForLiberty.com, and Randy Larsen"s
AGoodWar.com. He has also appeared on The Buff Show, the Tron
Simpson Show, The Rob Maness Show, William Ramsey Investigates,
The Professor"s Record, and other shows to promote liberty and a sound
republic.

